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ABSTRACT

Lifetimes for the low lying Up lid and Up 5s levels of singly ionized

Isyrpton laser are calculated, taking into account configuration interaction

effects. The results show that some of these levels are metastable. They

also suggest a two step excitation from the ground state of the ion {or the

atom) to the upper Up 5p laser levels involving some intermediate metastable

states as a possible excitation mechanism.
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liable gas Ian lasers are Important as practical sources of ultra-violet,

visible and near infrared coherent radiation, The wide range of available

wavelengths [lj, and the high beam quality and the stability attainable from

these losers have made them uBeful in many applications [2,3] such as basic

physics experiments, emission and absorption spectroscopy, gaseous electronics

and plasma diagnostics.

Among all the noble gas ion lasers the singly ionized argon laser is

the most throughly theoretically analyzed. Many data on population densities,

pumping rateB and lifetimes for this laser have appeared in the literature [2,k].

These data are important for discovering new transitions, understanding various

excitation mechanisms, improving and investigating applications for Ar* laser.

However, although singly ionized krypton laser has a number of attractive

properties [5j like high efficient operations,and is finding Increasing use

in practice, there is little data available in the literature on this laser.

A reason for the lack of sufficient theoretical data on Kr* laser might

be due to the existence of strong configuration interaction between the even

parity configurations in KrII (of interest for laser transitions) namely, the

Up ltd, Up 5d, Up 5s and Up 6B configurations (see El-Sherbini and Farrah, Ret.6).

The presence of these interactions makes it difficult to perform accurate

calculations for the energies, pumping rates and lifetimes of levels in the

above-mentioned configurations. Therefore we consider It important to improve

upon the previous calculations [5] on the low lying Up Ud and Up 5s laser

levels (which are of particular interest in relation to the pumping cycle of this

laser)after Incorporating configuration interaction -effects. The existence of

such interactions is suggested by the large energy shift fotmct between the

calculated energy levels (using single configuration model where configuration

interaction effects are neglected) and the observed ones [7], and is probably

caused by the considerable mixing of wave functions that leads to the departure

of these levels from pure LS-coupling scheme [6].

In this paper, we carry out multi-configuration Hartree-Fock (MCKP)

calculations in order to determine the lifetimes ot the Up Ud and Up 5s laser

levels in KrII, The method of calculation has been explained in a previous

publication ~[6J. In brief, energy matrices for the electrostatic and spin-

orbit interactions for the Up Ud, Up 5s and Usbp configurations of KrII

(including configuration Interaction matrix elements between the various

aMMxurstians} are constructed in the LS coupling scheme, The radial

Integrals appearing in the matrices are treated as adjustable parameters.

Initial values of these parameters are chosen and fed into a computer

programme where an iterative least-squares adjustment is carried out
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in order to minimize the r w t mean square error between the calculated and

observed energy levels of the various configurations, A diagonaliaation of

the energy matrices (formed by linear combinations of the parameters} is

performed at each iteration, and a set of eigenvalues and eigenfuDctlons is

calculated. Hew parameters are calculated from the eigenfunctionB thus

obtained, by means of a least-square fit to the energy levels. The procedure

is repeated until the parametersconTerBe towards fixed values. Then the

final best fit eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions are obtained.

For calculating the transition probabilities and lifetimes of the levels under

study we used Eqs,(2l and (3) in Ref,8,

Our results for the lifetimes of the Up Ud and Up 5s levels of KrII

are Hated in Table I. To our knowledge no experimental results exist for

the lifetimes of these levels to compare with. Also the theoretical results

of Marantz et al. Ref.5 are not included in the table because they do not

consider configuration interaction effects In their calculations vhich might

eauae errors to the extend of ± 50J. The table contains only those states -

with the same parent term as that of the ground state of the ion { p term).

This is because the transitions involving core changes are much less probable

than the transitions between configurations with the same core.

Our results show that the Fn and 2F .g levels of

the Up Ud configuration are metastable {see Table I). Moreover the levels

with the quartet terms of the Up Ud and Up 5s configuration have in general

relatively longer lifetimes than those with the doublet terms.These results

together with the fact that ground state excitation to the upper laser levels

of the Up 5p configuration is less probable (since it is optically forbidden

and the excitation cross-section i3 less by an order of magnitude than that

for optically allowed transition see Eef,9) than excitation from the low

lying levels of the Up Ud and Up 5s configurations, suggest that ssetastable

and long lived levels of the latter configurations CBH have a significant
U +

contribution to the pumping of the upper Up 5p levels in Kr loser. Therefore
the following pumping mechanisms are suggested:

a) Two•step process where the first process is an electron impact

excitation of the ion Us Up ( p) ground state to an intermediate metastable

Long lived state of the Up Ud or Up 5s configurations

Kr+(Us2Up5) + e -W*(UpUUd or UpSs) + e (1)

followed by an electron impact excitation to upper laser Kr (Up 5p) level

Kr+*(Up Ua or + e —1 Kr+ (Up 5p) + e (2)
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In Fig.l we show an energy level diagram for KrII illustrating the two step

excitation pathway, • - - • • • • • • • •

b) Two step process^ where the first process i s electron impact
excitation of the atom Us Up (o0) ground state to aa intermediate metastable
or long lived state of the Up Ud or Up 5s configurations

Kr(Us2l<p6) + e-»Kr+*(lip\d or UpSs) (3)

followed by an electron impact excitation to the upper laser Kr (Up 5P)

level; see process (2),

In conclusion we can say that although short lived levels of the

Up 5s configuration are important for the population diminution of the lower

laser levels, ion metastables and long lived levels of the Up Ud and Up ?s

configurations can play a significant role in the excitation mechanism to

the upper laser Up 5p levels in singly ionized krypton laser. However,

more experimental aa well as theoretical data on population densities,

pumping rates and lifetimes are still required for a complete understanding

of the excitation mechanisms in this laser.
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Energy level scheme for the kj> Ud, itp 5« and the upper
l*p 5p levels of KrII (the assignment of the levels ia jvade
aceor'ding to the experimental analysis of Minnhagen et a.1.
Ref.7. The arrows indicate the two step excitation
pathways.
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lifetimes of the Up lid and Up 5s levels in singly ionized
Syrpton laser
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